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(NON)COMMUTATIVE F-UN GEOMETRY

LIEVEN LE BRUYN

ABSTRACT. Stressing the role of dual coalgebras, we modify the definition of affine
schemes over the ’field with one element’. This clarifies the appearance of Habiro-
type rings in the commutative case, and, allows a natural noncommutative general-
ization, the study of representations of discrete groups and their profinite completions
being our main motivation.

1. COMMUTATIVE F-UN GEOMETRY

In this section we will recall the definition of affine schemesover the mythical field
F1 with one element, originally due to Christophe Soulé [14] and refined later by Alain
Connes and Katia Consani [4]. This approach is based on functors from abelian groups
to sets satisfying a universal property with respect to an integral- and a complex affine
scheme. We will modify this definition slightly by replacingthese affine schemes by
integral- resp. complex dual coalgebras. This amounts to restricting to étale local
data of the affine schemes and has the additional advantage that the definition can
be extended verbatim to the noncommutative world as we will outline in the next
section. Another advantage of the coalgebra approach is that it inevitably leads to
the introduction of the Habiro ring [7] in the easiest example, that of the multiplicative
group. This might be compared to recent work by Yuri I. Manin [12] and Matilde
Marcolli [13].

1.1. For a commutative ringk we will denote withk-calg, resp. k-alg, the cat-
egory of all commutativek-algebras, resp. the category of allk-algebras. and with
morphisms allk-algebra morphisms. For two objectsA,B in k-alg we will denote
the set of allk-algebra morphisms fromA toB by (A,B)k.

1.2. Grothendieck introduced the categoryk-caff of all affine schemes living over a
commutative ringk to be the category dual to the categoryk-calg of all commutative
k-algebras, that is,k-caff = (k-calg)o. One way to realize this duality is to associate
to a commutativek-algebraA a covariant functor,the functor of pointshA,

hA : k-calg - sets B 7→ (A,B)k

Alternatively, one can associate toA a more classical geometric object,the affine
schemespec(A). This consists of a topological spacespec(A), the set of all prime
ideals ofA equipped with the Zariski topology, together with a sheaf ofringsOA on it,
called the structure sheaf ofA. The ringA is recovered as the ring of global sections.
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Whereas both approaches are equivalent, it should be clear that the functorial point of
view lends itself more easily to generalizations.

1.3. F-un orF1, the field with one element, is a virtual object which might bethought
of as a ’ring’ living underZ. F1-believers base their f-unny intuition on the following
two mantras :

• F1 forgets about additive data and retains only multiplicative data.
• F1-objects only acquire flesh when extended toZ (or C).

As an example, anF1-vectorspace is merely a setV as there is no addition of vectors
and just one element to use for scalar multiplication. Hence, the dimension ofV equals
the cardinality ofV as a set. Next one should specify the classical objects one obtains
after ’extending’V to the integers or to the complex numbers. The correct integral
version of a vectorspace is a lattice, so one definesV ⊗F1

Z to be the freeZ-latticeZV
onV . Analogously, one defines the extension ofV to the complex numbers,V ⊗F1

C
to be the complex vectorspaceCV with basis the setV .

But then, linear maps betweenF1-vectorspaces will be just set-maps and invertible
maps are bijections, whence the groupGLn(F1) is the symmetric groupSn. For a
groupG, ann-dimensional representation overF1 will then be a groupmorphismρ :
G - Sn, that is, a permutation representation ofG. IrreducibleG-representations
overF1 are then transitive permutation representations, and so on.

1.4. In analogy with the finite field case, one expects there tobe a uniquen-
dimensional field extension ofF1 which we will denote byF1n. This has to be a
set withn elements allowing a multiplication, whence the proposal totakeF1n = Cn
the cyclic group of ordern. ExtendingF1n to the integers or complex numbers we
should obtain a commutative algebra of rank resp. dimensionn. Christophe Soulé
[14] proposed to take the integral- and complex group-algebras

F1n ⊗F1
Z ≃ ZCn and F1n ⊗F1

C ≃ CG

More generally, he proposed to take as the category of all commutativeF1-algebras
the category of all finite (!) abelian groups, that is,F1 − calg = abelian. For any
abelian groupG we then have to make sense of the extended algebras which we take
again to be the group-algebras

G⊗F1
Z ≃ ZG and G⊗F1

C ≃ CG

Having a notion for commutativeF1-algebras, Soulé takes Grothendieck functor of
points approach to defineaffineF1-schemes. This should be a covariant functor

X : abelian - sets

connecting nicely to the functor of points of an affine integral- and complex-scheme.
More precisely, Soulé [14] and later Connes and Consani [4]require the following data

• a complex affine commutative algebraA ∈ C − calg

• an integral algebraB ∈ Z − calg such thatB ⊗Z C ⊂ - A
• a natural transformationev : X - hA, called the ’evaluation’ map
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• an inclusion of functorsi : X ⊂ - hB

satisfying the following universal property : given any integral algebraC ∈ Z −
calg, any natural transformationf : X - hC and any natural transformation
g : hA - hC⊗ZC making the upper square commute

X
ev //

f

  A
AA

AA
AA

A

i

��

hA
g

##H
HHHHH

HHH

hC
−⊗C // hC⊗C

hB

∃
>>

−⊗C // hB⊗C

;;

there ought to be a natural transformationhB - hC making the entire diagram
commute. This means thatspec(B) is the best affine integral scheme approximating
the functorX. Note that by Yoneda’s lemma this means that one can reconstruct from
theC-algebra morphismψ : C ⊗ C - A determining the natural transformation
g = − ◦ ψ a Z-algebra morphismφ : C - B compatible with the inclusion
B ⊗ C ⊂ - A. This means that for every abelian groupG we have a commuting
diagram

X(G)
ev //

f

&&MMMMMMMMMM

i

��

(A,CG)C

−◦ψ

((RRRRRRRRRRRRR

(C,ZG)Z
−⊗C // (C ⊗ C,CG)C

(B,ZG)Z

−◦φ
88qqqqqqqqqq
−⊗C // (B ⊗ C,CG)C

66lllllllllllll

1.5. The archetypical example being the multiplicative group. Consider the forgetful
functor

Gm : abelian - sets G 7→ G

TakeA = C[q±] andB = Z[q±], then their functors of points are exactly the multi-
plicative group scheme, that is give the groups of units

hA(D) = D∗ and hB(C) = C∗

for all D ∈ C − calg andC ∈ Z − calg. We can then take bothi andev the natural
transformation takingF (G) = G to the subgroup of unitsG ⊂ (ZG)∗ ⊂ (CG)∗.

Remains only to prove the universal property. Let the natural transformationg :
hC[q±]

- hC⊗C be determined by theC-algebra morphismψ : C ⊗ C - C[q±]
and letN be a natural number larger than the degree of allψ(c) wherec is one of the
Z-algebra generators ofC. Consider the finite cyclic groupCN = 〈g〉, then tracing the
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elementg around the above diagram gives the commutative diagram

C ⊂ - C ⊗ C
ψ

- C[q±]

ZCN

φ

?

⊂ - CCN =
C[q±]

(qN − 1)

π
?
?

whereφ = f(g). Repeating this argument,π(ψ(c)) = ψ(c) = φ(c) for all Z-
generators ofC, whence we have thatψ(C) ⊂ Z[q±] giving the required natural
transformationhZ[q±]

- hC .

1.6. Observe that Soulé uses only finite abelian groups and hence we do not require
the full functor of points, but rather the restricted functors

h′A : k-fd.calg - sets B 7→ (A,B)k

wherek-fd.calg is the category of allfinite dimensionalcommutativek-algebras.
On the ’geometric’ level we might still use the affine schemespec(A) as this object
contains more information thanh′A, but we’d rather use a slimmer geometric object
having the same amount of information as the restricted functor of points. It will turn
out that the object we propose can be extended verbatim to thenoncommutative world,
whereas trying to extend affine schemes is known to lead to major difficulties.

1.7. Let us consider the complex case first. ForA ∈ C− calg, we define the (finite)
dual coalgebraAo to be the collection of allC-linear mapsλ : A - C whose kernel
contains a cofinite idealI ⊳ A. The dual maps to the multiplication and unit map ofA
then define a coalgebra structure onAo, see for example Sweedler’s monograph [15].
ForB a finite dimensionalC-algebra, anyC-algebra morphismA - B dualizes to
aC-coalgebra mapB∗ - Ao and as a coalgebra is the limit of its finite dimensional
sub-coalgebras we see that the dual coalgebraAo contains the same information as
the restricted functor of pointsh′A. We will now turnAo into our desired ’geometric’
object.

AsA is commutative, any finite dimensional quotientA/I ≃ Lm1
⊕ . . .⊕Lmk

splits
into a direct sum of locals and hence the dual subcoalgebra(A/I)∗ is the direct sum
of pointed coalgebras(Lm)∗ which are subcoalgebras of the enveloping algebra of the
abelian Lie-algebra of tangent-vectors(m/m2)∗. Taking limits we have that

Ao =
⊕

m∈max(A)

Pm

with Pm ⊂ U((m/m2)∗). In particular, we obtain the maximal idealsmax(A) as
the group-like elements ofAo, or equivalently, as the direct factors of the coradical
corad(Ao). Elements ofA naturally evaluate onAo (and hence on the coradical) and
induce the usual Zariski topology onmax(A).
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We thus recover from the dual coalgebraAo the maximal ideal spectrum ofA. But,
Ao contains a lot more local information. This is best seen by taking the full dual
algebraAo∗ of Ao giving rise to a Taylor-embedding (sending a function to itsTaylor
series expansions in all points)

A ⊂ - Ao∗ =
∏

m∈max(A)

ÔA,m

whereÔA,m is them-adic completion ofA (that is the stalk of the structure sheaf in
the étale topology).

Concluding, the restricted functor of pointsh′A, or equivalently the dual coalgebra
Ao, contains enough information to recover the analytic (or étale) local information in
all the closed points ofspec(A).

1.8. An affine F-un schemeX : abelian - sets connects to the complex picture
via the evaluation natural transformationev : X - h′A. The discussion above leads
to the introduction of an analytic ring of functionsF1[X]an of which we now have a
complex interpretation

F1[X]an ⊗F1
C =

⋂

m∈Im(ev)

ÔA,m

With Im(ev) we denote the images of all mapsmax(CG) - max(A) coming from
the algebra mapsA - CG contained inev(F (G)) ⊂ h′A(CG).

For the example 1.5 of the forgetful functor, we haveA = C[q±] and hence
max(A) = C∗ and

C[q±]o∗ =
∏

α∈C∗

C[[q − α]]

For any finite abelian groupG, max(CG) is the set of characters ofG and under the
evaluation map an elementg ∈ F (G) = G maps a characterχ to its valueχ(g), which
are of course all roots of unity. Hence, if we vary over all finite abelian groups we
obtain

F1[q
±]an ⊗F1

C =
⋂

λ∈µ∞

C[[q − λ]]

Observe thatµ∞, the set of all roots of unity, is a Zariski dense set inmax(C[q±]) = C∗.

1.9. Whereas the new complex picture based on the dual coalgebra is still pretty
close to the usual affine scheme, this changes drastically inthe integral picture. For a
Z-algebraB we have to consider the restricted functor of points

h′B : Z − fp.calg - sets C 7→ (B,C)Z

whereZ − fp.calg is the category of all commutativeZ-algebras which are finite
projectiveZ-modules. Again, this restricted functor contains the sameinformation as
the dualZ-coalgebra

Bo = lim
→

HomZ(B/I,Z)
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where the limit is taken over all idealsI ⊳ B such thatB/I is a projectiveZ-module
of finite rank. If we try to mimic the complex description of the dual coalgebra we are
led to consider a certain subset of all coheight one prime ideals ofB

submax(B) = {P ∈ spec(B) | B/P is a freeZ-module of finite rank}

Note that closed points inspec(B) arenotcontained insubmax(B). Therefore we face
the problem that different elementsP, P ′ ∈ submax(B) are usually not comaximal and
hence that we no longer have a direct sum decomposition ofBo over this set (as was
the case for the complex dual coalgebra).

As we will recall in the next section, we are familiar with such situations in noncom-
mutative algebra, where even maximal ideals can belong to the same ’clique’, that is,
that the corresponding simple representations have nontrivial extensions. Using this
noncommutative intuition, we therefore impose a clique-relation on the elements of
submax(B)

P ↔ P ′ iff P + P ′ 6= B

This relation should be thought of as a ’nearness’ condition. Observe that anyP ∈
submax(B) determines a finite collection of points inmax(B ⊗Z C) and hence we can
extend this nearness relation on the points ofmax(B). Observe that this relation is
clearly invariant under the action of the absolute Galois groupGal(Q/Q).

The different cliques determine the direct sum decomposition of theZ-coalgebraBo

and hence also of the Taylor-like ring of functionsBo∗. Fully describing the dualZ-
coalgebraBo usually is a very difficult task and therefore, as in the complex case, when
we are studying F-un geometry we restrict to that part determined by the elements in
Im(i) wherei : F - h′B is the inclusion of functors determined by the affine F-un
schemeF : abelian - sets.

1.10. Let us consider again the example of the multiplicative group and indicate how
theZ-coalgebra approach leads to the introduction of the Habiroring.

The idealsI⊳B = Z[q±] such thatB/I is a freeZ-module of finite rank are precisely
the principal idealsI = (f(q)) wheref(q) is a monic polynomial. Hence,

submax(Z[q±]) = {(p(q)) : p(q) is monic and irreducible}

BecauseZ[q±] is a unique factorization domain we can decompose any monic polyno-
mial uniquely into irreducible factors

f(q) = p1(q)
n1 . . . pk(q)

nk

and we would like to use this fact, as in the complex case, to decompose the (linear
duals) finite rankZ-algebra quotients oversubmax(Z[q±]). However,

Z[q±]

(f(q))
6=

Z[q±]

(p1(q))n1

⊕ . . .⊕
Z[q±]

(pk(q))nk

as the different primes(pi(q)) and(pj(q)) do not have to be comaximal. This problem
makes it impossible to split the description of the dual coalgebra over the ’points’ as
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in the complex case. Hence, we have no other option but to describe it as a direct limit

Z[q±]o = lim
→

(
Z[q±]

(f(q))
)∗

where the limit is considered with respect to divisibility of polynomials as there are
natural inclusions ofZ-coalgebras

(
Z[q±]

(f(q))
)∗ ⊂ - (

Z[q±]

(g(q))
)∗ whenever f(q)|g(q)

As in the complex case we are then interested in the dual algebra of Z[q±]o and the
natural algebra map

Z[q±]o ⊂ - (Z[q±]o)∗ = lim
←

Z[q±]

(f(q))

and it is clear that in the description of the algebra on the right-hand side completions
at principal ideals will constitute a main ingredient.

While we can do all these calculations to some extend, we are primarily interested
in that part ofsubmax(Z[q±]) in the image of the inclusion functor, that is

Im(i) = N = {(Φ1(q)), (Φ2(q)), . . . , (Φn(q)), . . .} ⊂ submax(Z[q±])

We will confuse the natural numbern with the corresponding cyclotomic polynomial
Φn(q) or with the height one prime generated by it. With this identificationN is the
integral analog of the set of all roots of unityµ∞ in the complex case.

In the case of cyclotomic polynomials we have complete information about possible
co-maximality

• If m
n

6= pk for some prime numberp, then (Φm(q),Φn(q)) = 1 that is the
cyclotomic prime ideals are comaximal.

• If m
n

= pk for some prime numberp, thenΦm(q) ≡ Φn(q)
d mod (p) for some

integerd, hence the cyclotomic primes are not comaximal.

Therefore, the relevant clique-relation is

n↔ m if and only if
m

n
= p±k

inducing on the complex level theGal(Q/Q)-invariant nearness condition on roots of
unity λ, µ ∈ µ∞

λ↔ µ iff
λ

µ
is of orderpk

for some prime numberp.
Yuri I. Manin argues in [12] that we should take the analogy between the integral

affine schemespec(Z[q±]) and the (complex) affine plane more seriously and that,
besides the arithmetic axis, one should also consider a projection to the ’geometric
axis’ (which should then be viewed as the affineF1-scheme corresponding toF1[q

±].
He proposed that the zero sets of the cyclotomic polynomialsΦn(q) for all integersn
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should be considered as the union of the fibers in this second projection. That is, we
should have the following picture :

(2
)(3

)
(5

)
(7

)
(p

)

s
p
e
c
(F

p
[q
±
])

s
p
e
c
(Z

[q
±
])

? ?
s
p
e
c
(Z

)

A
R

IT
H

M
E

T
IC

A
X

IS
GEOMETRIC AXIS

123n

(Φn(q))

spec(Z[ζn])

spec(Z[q±])

spec(F1[q
±])

?
?

Note that this is an over-simplification. Whereas the different green fibers for the
projection to the arithmetic axis are clearly comaximal, the blue fibers are not. For
example, the zero setsV(Φ2(q)) andV(Φ1(q)) share the maximal ideal(2, q− 1). The
clique-relation encodes how the blue fibers intersect each other.

The clique-relation is important to relate different completions occurring in the F-un
determined part of the algebra(Z[q±]o)∗ as was proved by Kazuo Habiro [7]. Let us
define for any subsetS ⊂ N the completion

Z[q±]S = lim
←

p∈Φ∗
S

Z[q±]

(p)

whereΦ∗S is the set of monic polynomials generated by allΦn(q) for n ∈ S. Among
the many precise results proved in [7] we mention these two

(1) If S ′ ⊂ S and if every clique-component ofS contains an element fromS ′,
then the natural map is an inclusion

ρSS′ : Z[q±]S ⊂ - Z[q±]S
′
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(2) If S is a saturated subset ofN meaning that for everyn ∈ S also its divisor-set
〈n〉 = {m|n} is contained inS, then

Z[q±]S =
⋂

n∈S

Z[q±]〈n〉 =
⋂

n∈S

Ẑ[q±](qn−1)

where the terms on the right-hand side are theI-adic completions whereI =
(qn − 1).

Using these properties it is then natural to define the integral version of the ring of
analytic functions on the multiplicative group scheme overF1 to be

F1[q
±]an ⊗F1

Z ≃
⋂

n∈N

Ẑ[q±](qn−1) = Z[q±]N

This ring has a description very similar to that of the profinite integers replacing facto-
rials by q-factorials

Z[q±]N = lim
←
n

Z[q±]

((qn − 1)(qn−1 − 1) . . . (q − 1))

and as such its elements have a unique description as formal Laurent polynomials over
Z of the form

∞∑

n=0

an(q)(q
n − 1)(qn−1 − 1) . . . (q − 1) ∈ Z[[q±]] with deg(an(q)) < n

We observe that any such formal power series can be evaluatedat a root of unity. Some
elements ofZ[q±]N have been discovered before. For example, Maxim Kontsevich
observed in his investigations on Feynman integrals that the formal power series

∞∑

n=0

(1 − q)(1 − q2) . . . (1 − qn)

has a properly defined value in every root of unity. Subsequently, Don Zagier [17]
proved the strange equality

∞∑

n=0

(1 − q)(1 − q2) . . . (1 − qn) = −
1

2

∞∑

n=1

nχ(n)q(n2−1)/24

whereχ is the quadratic character of conductor12. The strange fact about this equality
is that the two sides never make sense simultaneously. The left hand side diverges for
all points within the unit circle and outside the unit circleand can be evaluated at
roots of unity whereas the right hand side converges only within the unit circle and
diverges everywhere else. What Zagier meant by this equality is that for allα ∈ µ∞

the evaluation of the left hand side coincides with the radial limit of the function on
the right hand side. Don Zagier says that the function on the right ’leak through roots
of unity’.
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2. NONCOMMUTATIVE F-UN GEOMETRY

In this section we will extend Soulé’s definition of an affineF1-scheme to the non-
commutative case. Our main motivation is the study of finite dimensional representa-
tions of discrete groups, such as the braid groups or the modular group. We have seen
that irreducible finite dimensionalF1-representations of a groupΓ are exactly the finite
transitive permutation representationsΓ/Λ whereΛ is of finite index inΓ. That is, all
finite dimensionalF1-representation theory ofΓ comes from its profinite completion
Γ̂ = lim

←
Γ/Λ, the limit taken over all finite index normal subgroups.

In the previous section we have worked out the special case whenΓ = Z. Here, the
simple representations ofẐ are the roots of unityµ∞ and they are Zariski closed in all
simplesC∗ = simp(Z). The clique-relation onµ∞ was compatible with the action of
the absolute Galois group and the Habiro ring ’feels’ the inclusionµ∞ ⊂ C∗, that is it
contains the tangent information in a Galois-compatible way.

Here we extend some of these results to the case of a non-Abelian discrete group
Γ satisfying the property• : for every finite collection of elements{g1, . . . , gk} ⊂ Γ
there is a finite index subgroupΛ ⊂ Γ such that the natural projection map gives an em-
bedding{g1, . . . , gk} ⊂ - Γ/Λ. We will prove that such groups determine a noncom-
mutative affineF1-scheme, the F-un information being given by the finite dimensional
permutation representations, or equivalently, the representation theory of the profinite
completionΓ̂. We will show thatsimp(Γ̂) is Zariski dense insimp(Γ) and compute
the tangent information of this embedding. That is, to a finite dimensional permuta-
tion representationP = Γ/Λ we will associate a noncommutative gadget (a quiver,
relations and a dimension vector) encoding all possible deformations ofP which are
still Γ-representations. In relevant situations, including the case whenΓ is the modu-
lar groupPSL2(Z) (in which case the permutation representations are Grothendieck’s
’dessins d’enfants’) some subsidiary noncommutative gadgets can be derived from this
tangent information, such as the necklace Lie algebra [2] and the singularity type [3].
It is to be expected that most of these noncommutative gadgets associated to dessins
are in fact Galois invariants.

2.1. If we take commutativeF1-algebras to be abelian groups, it make sense to iden-
tify the category of allF1-algebras withgroups the category of all finite groups. Like-
wise, we have to extend Grothendieck’s functor of points to all, that is including also
noncommutative, algebras. With these modifications we can extend Soulé’s definition
to the noncommutative world.

Define an affine noncommutativeF1-scheme to be a covariant functor

X : groups - sets

from the categorygroups of all finite groups tosets. We require that there is an affine
C-algebraA and an evaluation natural transformationev : X - hA = (A,−)C,
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giving for every finite groupG an evaluation mapX(G) - (A,CG)C. More-
over, there should be a ’best’ integral affine algebraB with an inclusion of functors
X ⊂ - hB = (B,−)Z.

That is, for every finite groupG we have an inclusionX(G) ⊂ - (B,ZG)Z. Here,
’best’ means that for everyZ-algebraC and every natural transformationX - hC =
(C,−)Z and everyC-algebra morphismψ : C ⊗ C - A making the upper square
in the diagram below commute for every finite groupG

X(G)
ev //

f

&&MMMMMMMMMM

i

��

(A,CG)C

g=−◦ψ

((RRRRRRRRRRRRR

(C,ZG)Z
−⊗C // (C ⊗ C,CG)C

(B,ZG)Z

∃−◦φ
88

−⊗C // (B ⊗ C,CG)C

66

there exists aZ-algebra morphismφ : C - B making the entire diagram commute.

2.2. Our first example of a noncommutative F-un scheme is Grothendieck’s theory of
’dessins d’enfants’. LetXC be a Riemann surface (projective algebraic curve) defined
overQ, then Belyi proved that there is a degreed mapπ : C -- P1

C ramified only in
the points{0, 1,∞}. The open interval]0, 1[ lifts to d intervals onC. The endpoints of
different lifts can be identified onX indicating how the different sheets should be glued
together in a neighborhood of the ramification point. The resulting graph withd edges
onC is then called thedessinof C and as the absolute Galois groupGal(Q/Q) acts
on the collection of all such curves, it also acts on the dessins. Writing out this action
allows one to gain insight in the absolute Galois group. Hence it is a very important
problem to find new Galois invariants of dessins.

We will be particularly interested inmodulardessins, that is such that the preimages
of 0 all have valency 1 or 2 and the preimages of 1 all have valency 1or 3 in the graph.
Alternatively, this means that the curve can be viewed as thecompactification of a
quotientC = H/Λ of the upper-halfplane under the action of a subgroupΛ of finite
index in the modular groupΓ = PSL2(Z). That is, modular dessins are equivalent to
finite dimensional permutation representations of the modular group. Therefore, one
is interested in the functor

X : groups - sets G 7→ G(2) ×G(3)

sending a group to the set of all permutation representations of Γ determined by el-
ements ofG. As Γ ≃ C2 ∗ C3 is the free product of a cyclic group of order 2 with
a cyclic group of order 3, this functor sends a finite groupG to the set product of its
elements of order 2 with the elements of order 3 :G(2) × G(3). This functor deter-
mines a noncommutative affineF1-scheme as we can take as the complex- and integral
group-algebras

A = CΓ and B = ZΓ
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of the modular group. As anyC-algebra morphismA = CΓ - CG is determined
by the images of the order two (resp. three) generatorsx andy we can take as the
evaluation and inclusion maps

ev : G(2) ×G(3)
- (CΓ,CG)C (g2, g3) 7→

{

x 7→ g2

y 7→ g3

i : G(2) ×G(3)
⊂ - (ZΓ,ZG)Z (g2, g3) 7→

{

x 7→ g2

y 7→ g3

We can repeat the argument of 1.5 verbatim to prove that thesedata indeed define a
noncommutativeF1-scheme using the fact that the modular groupΓ satisfies condition
•.

2.3. The second example is motivated by 2-dimensional TQFT.To a Riemann surface
C of genusg and any finite groupG one associates as topological invariantZG(C) the
number of fields onC with gauge groupG, or equivalently, the number ofG-covers
onC. By Frobenius-Schur this number is equal to

ZG(C) =
∑

χ

(
|G|

dim χ
)2g−2

where the sum runs over all irreducible representationsχ of the finite groupG. As
the number ofG-covers is equal to the number of group-morphismsπ1(C) - G
from the fundamental groupπ1(C) = 〈x1, . . . , xg, y1, . . . , yg〉/(

∏
xiyix

−1
i y−1

i ), this
motivates the functor

X : groups - sets G 7→ {(a1, . . . , ag, b1, . . . , bg) ∈ G2g :
∏

aibia
−1
i b−1

i = 1}

This functor is again an affine noncommutativeF1-scheme as we can take the integral-
and complex group-algebrasA = Cπ1(C) andB = Zπ1(C) and the natural evaluation
and inclusion maps. Once again, the defining ”bestness” property is verified using the
fact thatπ1(C) satisfies condition•.

Also in this example, theF1-info is given by all finite permutation representations
of the fundamental groupπ1(C). That is, the F-un information is contained in the

profinite completion̂π1(C).

2.4. These two examples illustrate that any discrete groupΓ satisfying condition•
determines a noncommutative affineF1-scheme. The corresponding functor assigns
to a groupG the set of all groupmorphismsΓ - G and takes as the complex- and
integral algebras the complex and integral group-algebra of Γ.

As in the commutative case we do not require the full strengthof the functor of
pointshA : k-alg - sets for a given (not necessarily commutative)k-algebra
A, but it suffices, for applications to F-un geometry, to restrict to finite dimensional
k-algebras

h′A : k-fd.alg - sets C 7→ (A,C)k
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If k is a field, the information contained in this restricted functor of points is equiva-
lent to that contained in the dual coalgebraAo. For this reason we want to associate
noncommutative geometric data (say, a topological space and function) to the dual
C-coalgebraAo whereA is the complex algebra determining the evaluation natural
transformationev : X - h′A.

Observe that in [11] we initiated the description of the dualcoalgebra of any affine
C-algebraA in terms of theA∞-structure on the Yoneda space of all finite dimensional
simpleA-representations. For the applications we have in mind here, that is, virtually
free groupsG (such as the modular groupΓ = PSL2(Z)), for which the group alge-
brasCG is formally smooth by [10], or 2-Calabi-Yau algebras such asCπ1(C), we do
not require the full power ofA∞-theory and can give, at least in principle, an explicit
description of the dual coalgebra.

The geometric space associated to an affineC-algebraA will be the set of isomor-
phism classes of finite dimensionalA-representations, which as in the commutative
case, is the set of direct summands of the coradical of the dual coalgebra

simp(A) = corad(Ao)

In [11] we introduced a Zariski topology onsimp(A) in terms of the measuringAo ⊗
A - C. Here we will follow a slightly different approach based on noncommutative
functions.

For aC-algebraA we define thenoncommutative functionsto be theC-vectorspace
quotients

functions(A) = gA =
A

[A,A]vect

where[A,A]vect is the subvectorspace (andnot the ideal) spanned by all commutators
in A. Note that in the classical case whereA = C[X] is the commutative coordinate
ring of an affine varietyX, there is nothing to divide out and hence in this case we
recover the coordinate ringgA = C[X]. If A = CG the group-algebra of a finite group
G, thengA is the space dual to the space of character-functions ofG. Hence, in both
cases the linear functionalsg∗ suffice to separate thepointsof A, that issimp(A). We
will show that for a general affineC-algebraA we do indeed have an embedding

simp(A) ⊂ - g
∗

Consider the (commutative) affine schemerepnA of all n-dimensional representa-
tions. A quick and dirty way to describe its coordinate ringC[repnA] is to take a
finite set of algebra generators{a1, . . . , am} of A, consider a set ofmn2 commuting
variables{xij(k) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ m} and consider the idealIn(A) of the
polynomial algebraC[xij(k) : i, j, k] generated by all entries of alln × n matrices
f(X1, . . . , Xm) wheref(a1, . . . , am) runs over all relations holding inA and where
Xk is the genericn× n matrix (xij(k))i,j. Then,

C[repnA] =
C[xij(k) : i, j, k]

In(A)
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On the affine schemerepnA there is a natural action ofGLn, the orbits of which
correspond exactly to the isomorphism classes ofn-dimensionalA-representations.
Basic GIT-stuff tells us that one can classify theclosedorbits by points of the quotient-
schemeissnA = repnA/GLn corresponding to the affine ring of invariants

C[issnA] = C[repnA]GLn

and Artin proved that the closed orbits are precisely the isoclasses ofsemi-simplerep-
resentations.

Let us bring in our quotientgA = A
[A,A]vect

. We can evaluate its elements on all points
of repnA by taking traces. That is, eachg ∈ g defines a function

repnA
- C M 7→ tr(g)(M)

That is, lift g to an elementa ∈ A, write a = f(a1, . . . , am) in terms of its generators,
then if (m1, . . . , mk) are the matrices describing then-dimensional representationM ,
then we define

tr(g)(M) = Tr(f(m1, . . . , mk))

whereTr is the standard trace map onMn(C). Observe that this does not depend
on the chosen lifta as all traces of elements from[A,A]vect vanish. Observe that via
this trace-trick we can view elements ofg

∗ indeed asgeneralized charactersas each
representation defines a linear functional

χM : g - C g 7→ tr(g)(M)

It is a classical result that the ring of invariantsC[repnA]GLn is generated by the
invariant functionstr(g) wheng runs overg. So, indeed, linear functionals ong do
separaten-dimensional semi-simple representations (whence a fortiori also simples).
Actually, we only showed separation of simples for a fixedn, but clearly one recovers
the dimension fromtr(1). That is, we have proved that for any affineC-algebraA, the
generalized character values give an embedding

simp(A) ⊂ - g
∗
A

We will make the setsimp(A) into a topological space by taking as the basic opens

X(g, λ) = {S ∈ simpA | χS(g) 6= λ}

for all g ∈ gA and allλ ∈ C. For example, all simples of dimensionn form a closed
subset. The obtained topology we will call theZariski topologyonsimp(A).

Our use of this topology is to prove a denseness result similar to the fact that roots of
unityµ∞ are Zariski dense inC∗. LetG be a discrete group, as every finite dimensional
Ĝ representation factors over a finite group quotient ofG (and hence is semi-simple)
we deduce that the dual coalgebra(CG)o is co-semi-simple and hence

simp(CĜ) = (CG)o = corad((CG)o)

We claim that whenG is a discrete group satisfying condition•, then

simp(CĜ) = simp(CG)
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That is, the subset of simple representations of the profinite completion is Zariski dense
in the noncommutative spacesimp(CG). Observe that in the two examples given be-
fore,simp(CĜ) is the image of the evaluation map determined by the F-un geometry,
hence this result is a direct generalization of the commutative situation for the multi-
plicative group.

To prove this claim observe that the space of noncommutativefunctionsg = gCG

has asC-basis the conjugacy classes of elements ofG. Hence, any linear functional
χ ∈ g

∗ is a linear combination

χ = λ1χ1 + . . .+ λkχk

where theχi are character functions corresponding to distinct conjugacy classes ofG.
Vanishing ofχ on the whole ofsimp(CĜ) would imply that the charactersλ1, . . . , λk
are linearly dependent on every finite quotientG/H, which is impossible by the as-
sumption onG.

2.5. Let us recall briefly the main result of [11] describing the dual coalgebraAo of a
general affineC-algebraA and indicate the geometric information contained in it. Let
Q be a possibly infinite quiver andCQ the vectorspace spanned on all paths inQ of
positive length. ThenCQ is given a coalgebra structure (thepath coalgebra)

∆(p) =
∑

p=p1.p2

p1 ⊗ p2 ǫ(p) = δp,vertex

wherep1.p2 is the concatenation of paths and the counit maps non-vertexpaths to zero.
Starting fromA we will construct a huge quiverQA having as its vertices the iso-

classes of finite dimensional simple representations and with the number of arrows
between them

#(S - S ′) = dimC Ext
1
A(S, S ′)

We will now describe a certain subcoalgebra of the path coalgebraCQA and as any
coalgebra is the direct limit of its finite dimensional subcoalgebras we may restrict
attention to a finite collection of simples and consider the semi-simple representa-
tion M = S1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Sk with restricted path-coalgebraCQA|M . There is a natural
A∞-algebra structure on the Yoneda Ext-algebraExt•A(M,M), in particular there are
higher multiplication maps

mi : Ext1A(M,M) ⊗ . . .⊗ Ext1A(M,M)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i

- Ext2A(M,M)

defining a linear map, called the homotopy Maurer-Cartan map

HMCM = ⊕imi : CQA|M - Ext2A(M,M)

The main result of [11] asserts that the dual coalgebraAo is Morita-Takeuchi equiv-
alent to the largest subcoalgebra ofCQA contained in the kernel ofHMCM for all
semi-simple representationsM .

We will now describe the geometric content of the dual coalgebra. Recall that in the
commutative case we had that the full linear dual of the dual coalgebra(C[X]o)∗ =
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∏

x ÔX,x gave us back all the completed local rings at points ofX. In the general case,
assume as above thatM = S1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Sk is a semi-simple representation with all
simple factors distinct.The action ofA onM gives rise to an epimorphism

A
πM
-- BM = Mn1

(C) ⊕ . . .⊕Mnk
(C)

and let us denotem = Ker(πM). If CM is the maximal subcoalgebra ofCQA|M con-
tained in the kernel of theHMCM , then we can generalize the commutative situation
as follows. Them-adic completion ofA is Morita equivalent to the full linear dual of
CM

Âm ∼M (CM)∗

This means that allm-adic completion ofA can be computed from the dual coalgebra
Ao and that each of them is a ring Morita equivalent to (the completion of) a path al-
gebra of the quiver(QA|M)∗ modulo certain relations coming from theA∞-structure.

2.6. Recall that aC-algebraA is said to besmoothif and only if the kernel of the
multiplication map

Ω1
A = Ker(A⊗ A

m
- A)

is a projectiveA-bimodule. BecauseExt2A(M,N) = 0 for all finite dimensionalA-
representations whenA is smooth, we have from the above general result that the
m-adic completionÂm is Morita-equivalent to the completion of the path algebra
C(QA|M)∗ where we recall that this quiver depends only on the dimensions of the
ext-groupsExt1A(Si, Sj).

In fact, in this case we do not have to use the full strength of the general result and
deduce this fact from the formal neighborhood theorem for smooth algebras due to
Cuntz and Quillen [6,§6]. Note thatKer(πM ) = m has a naturalB = BM -bimodule
structure. In analogy with the Zariski tangent space in the commutative case, we define

TM =
(

m

m2

)∗

BecauseB is a semi-simple algebra the simpleB-bimodules are either of the form
Mni

(C) (with trivial action of the other components ofB) or Mni×nj
(C) with the

componentMni
(C) (resp. Mnj

(C)) acting by left (resp. right) multiplication and
all other actions being trivial. That is, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence
between

bimod B ↔ quivern

isoclasses ofB-bimodules and quiversn vertices (the number of simple components).
Under this correspondence,B-bimodule duals corresponds to taking the opposite
quiver. Hence, the tangent spaceTM can be identified with a quiver on the vertices
{S1, . . . , Sn} which we will now show is the opposite quiver ofQA|M .

By the formal tubular neighborhood theorem of Cuntz and Quillen [6, §6] (using
the fact that semi-simple algebras are formally smooth) we have an isomorphism of
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completed algebras between them-adic completion ofA

Âm = lim
←

A/mn

wherem = Ker(π) as above, and, the completion (with respect to the natural grada-
tion) of the tensor-algebraTB(m/m2). That is, when we viewTM as a quiver, then
there is a Morita-equivalence

Âm ∼
M

ĈT∨M

between the completion̂Am and the completion (with respect to the gradation giving
all arrows degree one) of the path-algebraCT∨M of the opposite quiverT∨M .

Under this Morita-equivalence the semi-simpleÂm-representationM = S1 ⊕ . . .⊕
Sn corresponds to the sum of the vertex-simplesCe1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Cen, with the simpleSi
corresponding to the vertex-simpleCei (theei are the vertex-idempotents in the path
algebra). Hence, also by Morita-equivalence we have an isomorphism

Ext1
Âm

(Si, Sj) ≃ Ext1
ĈT∨

M

(Cei,Cej)

Finally, because all ext-information is preserved under completions, and, because we
know from representation-theory that the dimension of the ext-space between two
vertex-simples for any quiverQ, dimC Ext1CQ(Cei,Cej) is equal to the number of
arrows starting in vertexvi and ending in vertexvj , we are done!

Clearly, computing allExt1A(S, S ′) can still be a laborious task. However, it was
proved in [10] that all these dimensions follow often from a finite set of calculations
whenA is a smooth algebra. The component semigroupcomp(A) is the set of all
connected components of the schemesrepn A, for all n ∈ N, with addition induced
by the direct sum of finite dimensional representations.

Theone quiverof A, one(A) is a full subquiver ofQA with one simple representant
for every component which is a generator ofcomp(A) (note that such generators are
determined by the fact that the component consists entirelyof simples). Now, ifS and
T are two finite dimensionalA-representations belonging to the connected components
α andβ in comp(A) then we can write for certainai, bi ∈ N

α =
∑

aigi and β =
∑

bigi

with thegi the generator components. Then,ǫ = (ai)i andη = (bi)i are dimension
vectors for the one quiver. The main result of [10] asserts now that

dimC Ext
1
A(S, T ) = −χone(A)(ǫ, η)

so that all ext-dimensions, and hence allm-adic completions ofA can be deduced from
knowledge of the one quiver.

2.7. We will now make all these calculations explicit in the case of prime interest
to us, which is the modular groupΓ = PSL2(Z), that is, we will describe the dual
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coalgebra(CΓ)o, at least in principle. BecauseΓ ≃ C2 ∗ C3 we have that the group-
algebra is the free algebra product of two semi-simple groupalgebras

CΓ ≃ CC2 ∗ CC3

and as such is a smooth algebra. In fact, a far more general result holds : wheneverG
is a virtually free group(that isG contains a free subgroup of finite index), then the
group algebraCG is smooth by [10].

If V is ann-dimensionalΓ representation, we can decompose it into eigenspaces
for the action ofC2 = 〈u〉 andC3 = 〈v〉 (let ρ denote a primitive third root of unity) :

V+ ⊕ V− = V1 ⊕ V2 = V ↓C2
= V = V ↓C3

= W1 ⊕W2 ⊕W3 = W1 ⊕Wρ ⊕Wρ2

If the dimension ofVi is ai and that ofWj is bj , we say thatV is aΓ-representation of
dimension vectorα = (a1, a2; b1, b2, b3). Choosing a basisB1 of V wrt. the decompo-
sitionV1 ⊕V2 and a basisB2 wrt. W1 ⊕W2 ⊕W3, we can view the basechange matrix
B1

- B2 as anα-dimensional representationVQ of the quiverQ = QΓ

QΓ = ��������

��������

33ggggggggggggggggggg

++WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

##G
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

��������

��������

33ggggggggggggggggggg

;;wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

++WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

��������

For a general quiverQ on k vertices, a weightθ ∈ Zk acts on the dimension vectors
via the usual (Euclidian) scalar inproduct. AQ-representation of dimension vector
α ∈ Nk is said to beθ-stableif and only if θ.α = 0 and for every proper non-zero
subrepresentationW ⊂ V of dimension vectorβ < α we have thatθ.β > 0.

Bruce Westbury [16] has shown thatV is an irreducibleΓ-representation if and
only if VQ is aθ-stableQ-representation whereθ = (−1,−1; 1, 1, 1) and that the two
notions of isomorphism coincide. TheEuler-formχQ of the quiverQ is the bilinear
form onZ⊕5 determined by the matrix

χQ =









1 0 −1 −1 −1
0 1 −1 −1 −1
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1









Westbury also showed that if there exists aθ-stableα-dimensionalQ-representation,
then there is an1 − χQ(α, α) dimensional family of isomorphism classes of such
representations (and a Zariski open subset of them will correspond to isomorphism
classes of irreducibleΓ-representations).
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We will describe the one quiverone(CΓ). By the above it follows that both the
component semigroupcomp CΓ and the semigroup ofZ5 generated by allθ-stableQ-
representations are generated by the following six connected components, belonging
to the dimension vectors

gij = (δ1i, δ2i, δ3i; δ1j , δ2j)

and if we order and relabel these generators as

a = g11, b = g22, c = g31, d = g12, e = g21, f = g32

we can compute from the Euler-form ofQ that the one-quiver of the modular group
algebra is the following hexagonal graph

one(CΓ) = '&%$ !"#a

��uu'&%$ !"#f

55

		

'&%$ !"#b

UU

		'&%$ !"#e

II

��

��������c

II

uu'&%$ !"#d

UU 55

which is the origin of a lot ofhexagonal moonshinein the representation theory of the
modular group. In particular it follows from symmetry of theone quiver that the quiver
QCΓ is also symmetric!

2.8. Recall that an affineC-algebraA is said to be 2-Calabi-Yau ifgldim(A) = 2
and for any pairS, T of finite dimensionalA-representations, there exists a natural
duality

ExtiA(S, T ) ≃ (Ext2−iA (T, S))∗

satisfying an additional sign condition. Raf Bocklandt [1]succeeded in extending the
results on smooth algebras recalled before to the setting of2-Calabi-Yau algebras.
From the duality condition it is immediate that the quiverQA is symmetric, that is,

for every arrowS
a
- T there is a paired arrow in the other directionT

a∗
- S.

Bocklandt’s result asserts that them-adic completionÂm with m = Ker(πM) is Morita
equivalent to the completion of the path algebra of the (dual) quiverQA|M modulo the
preprojective relation

∑

a

[a, a∗] = 0

Further, he extends the idea of the one quiver to the 2-Calabi-Yau setting, allowing to
compute the quiverQA often from a finite set of calculations, using earlier results due
to Crawley-Boevey [5].

The group algebraCπ1(C) of the fundamental group of a genusg Riemann surface
is 2-Calabi-Yau by a result of Maxim Kontsevich. In [1,§7.1] it is shown that the
one-quiver ofCπ1(C) consists of one vertex, corresponding to any one-dimensional
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simple representation, and2g loops. From this and the results by Crawley-Boevey it
follows that whenM = S⊕e11 ⊕ . . . ⊕ S⊕ek

k is a semi-simpleCπ1(C)-representation
wit the simple factorSi having dimensionni, thenCQCπ1(C)|M consists ofk vertices
(corresponding to the distinct simple componentsSi), such that thei-th vertex has
exactly2(g − 1)n2

i + 2 loops and there are exactly2ninj(g − 1) directed arrows from
vertexi to vertexj.

This information allows us then to compute allm-adic completions ofCπ1(C) as
Morita equivalent to the completion of the path algebra of this quiver modulo the
preprojective relation.

2.9. In 2.7 we described the structure of the path-coalgebraCQCΓ which is Morita-
Takeuchi equivalent to the dual complex coalgebra(CΓ)o. Describing the integral dual
coalgebra(ZΓ)o is a lot more complicated and will involve a good deal of knowledge
of the integral (and modular) representation theory of the modular group.

Observe that the calculations in 2.7 are valid for every algebraically closed field, so
we might as well describe the coalgebra(QΓ)o and study the action of the absolute
Galois groupGal(Q/Q) on it, giving us an handle on the rational dual coalgebra

(QΓ)o = ((QΓ)o)Gal(Q/Q)

which brings us closer to(ZΓ)o. But, as in the case of the multiplicative group in
the previous section, we do not require the full structure ofthis dual coalgebra but
rather the image of the F-un data in it. As observed before, the F1-representation
theory ofΓ is equivalent to the study of all finite dimensional transitive permutation
representations ofΓ and hence to conjugacy classes of finite index subgroups ofΓ.

We will recall the combinatorial description of those, due to R. Kulkarni in [9] in
terms of generalized Farey symbols. Starting from this symbol we then describe how
to associate a dessin, its monodromy group an finally to derive from it the modular
content, that is the noncommutative gadget describing allΓ-representations deforming
to the given permutation representation. In the next subsection we will give some
interesting examples.

A generalized Farey sequenceis an expression of the form

{∞ = x−1, x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1 = ∞}

wherex0 andxn are integers and somexi = 0. Moreover, allxi = ai

bi
are rational

numbers in reduced form and ordered such that

|aibi+1 − biai+1| = 1 for all 1 ≤ i < n

The terminology is motivated by the fact that the classicalFarey sequenceF (n), that
is the ordered sequence of all rational numbers0 ≤ a

b
≤ 1 in reduced form withb ≤ n,

has this remarkable property.
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A Farey symbolis a generalized Farey sequence{∞ = x−1, x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1 =
∞} such that for all−1 ≤ i ≤ n we add one of the following symbols to two consec-
utive terms

xi •
xi+1 or xi ◦

xi+1 or xi
k
xi+1

where each of the occurring integersk occur in pairs.
To connect Farey symbols with cofinite subgroups of the modular groupΓ we need

to recall theDedekind tessellationof the upper-half planeH. Recall that theextended
modular groupΓ∗ = PGL2(Z) acts onH via the natural action ofΓ on it together
with the extra symmetryz 7→ −z. The Dedekind tessellation is the tessellation by
fundamental domains for the action ofΓ∗ on H. It splits every fundamental domain
for Γ in two hyperbolic triangles, usually depicted as a black anda white one. Here is
a depiction of the upper part of the Dedekind tessellation

Here, every red edge is aΓ-translate of the edge[i,∞], a blue edge aΓ-translate of
[ρ,∞] whereρ is a primitive sixth root of unity and every black edge is aΓ-translate
of the circular arc[i, ρ]. Observe that every hyperbolic triangle of this tessellation has
one edge of all three colors. Moving counterclockwise alongthe border of a triangle
we either have the ordering red-blue-black (in which case wecall this triangle awhite
triangle) or blue-red-black (and then we call it ablack triangle). Any pair of a white
and black triangle make a fundamental domain for the action of Γ.

Observe that any hyperbolic geodesic connecting two consecutive terms of a gen-
eralized Farey sequence consists of two red edges (connected at an intersection with
black edges. We call these intersection pointseven points(later in the theory of dessins
they will be denoted by a•). A point where three blue edges come together with three
black edges will be called anodd point(later denoted by��������).

A generalized Farey sequence therefore determines a hyperbolic polygonal region
of H bounded by the (red) full geodesics connecting consecutiveterms. The extra
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information contained in a Farey symbol tell us how to identify sides of this polygon
(as well as how to extend it slightly in case of•-connections) as follows :

• For xi ◦
xi+1 the two red edges making up the geodesic connectingxi

with xi+1 are identified.
• For xi

k
xi+1 (with paired xj

k
xj+1 ) these two full geodesics (each

consisting of two red edges) are identified.
• For xi •

xi+1 we extend the boundary of the polygon by adding the two

triangles just outside the full geodesic and identify the two blue edges forming
the adjusted boundary.

In this way, we associate to a Farey symbol a compact surface.Next, we will construct
a cuboid tree diagramout of it, that is, a tree embedded inH such that all internal
vertices are3-valent. Take as the vertices all odd-points lying in the interior of the
polygonal region together with together with all even (red)and odd (blue) points on
the boundary. We connect these vertices with the black linesin the interior of the
polygonal region and add an involution on the red leaf-vertices determined by the
side-pairing information contained in the Farey-symbol.

Finally, we will also associate to it abipartite cuboid graph(aka a ’dessin
d’enfants’). Start with the cuboid tree diagram and divide all edges in two (that is,
add also the even internal points connecting the two black edges making up an edge
in the tree diagram) and connect two red leaf-vertices when they correspond to each
other under the involution.

For example, consider the Farey symbol

∞
1

0 •

1

3 •

1

2 • 1
1

∞

The boundary of the polygonal region determined by the symbol is indicated by the
slightly thicker red and blue edges. The vertices of the cuboid tree are the red, blue
and black points and the edges are the slightly thicker blackedges.
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1
2

1
3

2
30 1

Because the two red leaf-vertices correspond to each other under the involution, the
corresponding bipartite cuboid diagram (or modular dessin) is

��������
1
•

2

3

•
4��������

5 • 6

7

•
8

��������

��������
9
��

•�
�

10
��

��

11

??

•
??

12

??
??�������� ��������

Such a dessin encodes the data of a Belyi coveringC -- P1
C ramified only in the

points{0, 1,∞}. The inverse images of0 will be represented by a��������-vertex, those of1
by a•-vertex. Of relevance for us are dessins which aremodular quiltsmeaning that
every•-vertex is2-valent and every��������-vertex is1- or 3-valent.

Given a modular dessin, denote each of the edges by a different number between
1 andd (the degree ofπ), then themonodromy groupGπ of π is the subgroup ofSd
generated by the order three elementσ0 obtained by cycling round every�������� -vertex
counterclockwise and the order two elementσ1 obtained by recording the two edges
ending at every•-vertex. This defines an exact sequence of groups

1 - G - Γ - Gπ
- 1

and the projective curveC corresponding to the modular dessin can be identified with
a compactification ofH/G whereH is the upper half-plane on whichG ⊂ Γ acts via
Möbius transformations.
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The d-dimensional permutation representationM = Γ/G decomposes into irre-
ducible representations for the monodromy groupGπ, say

M = X⊕e11 ⊕ . . .⊕X⊕ek

k

with everyXi an irreducibleGπ and hence also irreducibleΓ-representation. The
modular contentof the dessin, or of the permutation representation, is the quiver on
k verticesQπ = QCΓ|M together with the dimension vectorαπ = (e1, . . . , ek) deter-
mined by the multiplicities of the simples in the permutation representation.

Roughly speaking, the modular content(Qπ, απ) encodes how much the curve
C, the dessin or the permutation representation ’sees’ of themodular group. That
is, the quotient varietyissαπ

Qπ = repαπ
Qπ/GL(απ) classifies all semi-simpled-

dimensionalΓ-representations deforming to the permutation representation M . As
such, it is a new noncommutative gadget associated to a classical object, the curveC.
It would be interesting to know whether the modular content is a Galois invariant of
the dessin, or more generally, what subsidiary informationderived from it is a Galois
invariant.

We now give an algorithm to compute the modular content, using the group-theory
program GAP, starting from the modular quiltD.

(1) Determine the permutationsσ0, σ1 ∈ Sd described above, that is obtained by
walking around the•-vertices (forσ1) and the��������-vertices (forσ0) inD and feed
them to GAP ass0,s1.

(2) Calculate the monodromy groupGπ via G:=Group(s0,s1) and determine
its character table viachars:=CharacterTable(G);)

(3) Determine theGπ-character of the permutation representation by calling
ConjugacyClasses(G). This returns a list ofSd-permutations represent-
ing the conjugacy classes ofGπ. To determine the character-value we only
need to count the numbers missing in the cycle decompositionof the permuta-
tion. Letχ be the obtained character which is the listchi.

(4) Determine the irreducible components ofχ and their multiplicities via
MatScalarProducts(chars,Irr(chars),[chi]);. The non-zero
entries form the dimension vectorαπ and they determine the simple factors
X1, . . . , Xk.

(5) Determine the conjugacy classes ofσ0 and σ1. For example, the
number of the conjugacy class in the character table is foundby
FusionConjugacyClasses(Group(s0),G);. Alternatively, one can
useIsConjugate(G,s0,s); for s a suitable element representant ob-
tained viaConjugacyClasses(G);. Assumeσ0 (resp. σ1) belongs to
thea-th (resp.b-th) conjugacy class.

(6) From the character values ofXi in the a-th and b-th column of
Display(chars); one deduces the dimension vectorαi =
(a1(i), a2(i); b1(i), b2(i), b3(i)) of the QΓ-representation corresponding to
Xi.
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(7) Finally, the number of arrows (and loops) in the quiverQπ between the vertices
corresponding toXi andXj is given byδij − χQΓ

(αi, αj).

2.10. As the modular content encodes all possibleΓ-representation deformations of
the permutation representation, it is often a huge object which makes it difficult to
extract interesting deformations from it. Sometimes though, a true gem reveals itself.
In the previous subsection we used the generalized Farey-symbol

∞
1

0 •

1

3 •

1

2 • 1
1

∞

Note that it consists of half of the Farey-sequenceF (3) (those≤ 1
2
). Generalizing this

construction for all classical Farey sequences leads to an intriguing class of examples.
Then-th Iguanodon Farey-symbolis the Farey symbol

∞
1

0 •

1

n •
. . . 1

2• • 1
1

∞

where the rational numbers occurring are precisely those Farey numbers inF (n)
smaller or equal to1

2
.

The terminology is explained by depicting the first few bipartite cuboid diagrams
associated to Farey sequences

��������
3

•

4

1 •

2

��������50 • 49 ��������
51

•

52

42 • 41 ��������
43

•

44

30 • 29 ��������26 • 25

31

•

32

��������18 • 17

27

•

28

��������16 • 15

19

•

20

��������12 • 11

13

•

14

�������� 8 • 7

9

•

10

��������
5

•

6�������� �������� �������� �������� �������� �������� �������� ��������

��������54

•��

53��

��������34

•��

33��

��������22

•

21

��������24

•??
23??

��������
56
���

•
���

55
���

���

��������
36
���

•
���

35
���

���

��������46

•��

45��

��������38

•��

37��

��������40

•

39

��������
48
���

•
���

47
���

���

��������58

•��

57��

��������60

•

59

Here, the diagram corresponding to Farey sequenceF (n) is the full subfigure on the
firstm(n) (half)edges

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
m(n) 8 12 16 24 28 40 48 60
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The monodromy groups corresponding to then-th Iguanodon symbol are

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
L2(7) M12 A16 M24 A28 A40 A48 A60

n 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
A68 A88 A96 A120 A132 A148 A164 A196

This can be verified by hand (and GAP) using the above picture forn ≤ 9 and by using
the SAGE-packagekfarey.sage for highern. It is plausible that the monodromy
groups of the Iguanodon symbols are all simple groups and it is quite remarkable that
the Mathieu groupsM12 andM24 appear in this sequence of alternating groups.

Now, let us compute the modular content of these permutationrepresentations.
The action of the monodromy group is clearly 2-transitive implying that as aCGπ-
representation, the permutation representation splits into two irreducibles, one of
which being clearly the trivial representation. Note also that the character of the gen-
erator of order2 is equal to zero as there are no•-end points. Further,◦-endpoints
appear in pairs and add another 4 half-edges, that is 4 dimensions, to the permutation
space. By induction we see that the dimension of the permutation representation is
always of the form4n with χ(σ1) = 0 andχ(σ0) = n.

By the argument recalled in 2.7 it follows that the dimensionvector of theQΓ-quiver
representation corresponding to the permutation representation is

α4n = /.-,()*+
2n

/.-,()*+
2n

33hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

++WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

""F
FF

FFF
FFF

FF
FFF

FF
FFF

FFF

'&%$ !"#n

/.-,()*+
2n

33ggggggggggggggggg

<<xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

++WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

'&%$ !"#n

By 2-transitivity the dimension vectors of the two simple componentsS andT are

αT = '&%$ !"#
1

'&%$ !"#1

44hhhhhhhhhhhhhh

**VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

!!C
CC

CC
CC

CC
CC

CC
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CC
CC

'&%$ !"#
0
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0
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=={{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

**VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

'&%$ !"#
0

and αS = ?>=<89:;2n
−1

?>=<89:;2n
−1

55jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

**UUUUUUUUUUUUUUU

""E
EEEE
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EEE
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'&%$ !"#n

/.-,()*+2n
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'&%$ !"#n

But then, by the algorithm we have that the modular content(Qπ, απ) of the permuta-
tion representation can be depicted as
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'&%$ !"#
1

++'&%$ !"#
1kk n2`h

Then2 loops in the vertex corresponding to the simple factorS indicate that the
moduli space of semi-stableQΓ-representationsMss

θ (QΓ, αS) isn2-dimensional and as
S is a smooth point in it, there is ann2-dimensional family of simpleΓ-representations
in the neighborhood ofS. More interesting is the fact that there is just one arrow in
each direction between the two vertices.

This implies that the permutation representation is a smooth point in the moduli
space of semi-simpleΓ-representations, a rare fact for higher dimensional decom-
posable representations (see the paper [3] for more detailson singularities of quiver-
representations). Further, this implies that there is a unique (!) curve of simple4n-
dimensionalΓ-representations degenerating to the given permutation representation!
Certainly in the case of the sporadic Mathieu groups it wouldbe interesting to study
these curves (and their closures in the moduli spaceMss

θ (QΓ, α4n)) in more detail.
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